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Introduction 
  This study aims at 

grasping the wide appeal of terror narratives on 
diverse communication mediums across the world. 
The distinctness of the phenomenon of terrorism lies 
in the emotional and conceptual meaning of disasters 
for communities. Pakistan is one place, which has 
witnessed unprecedented incidents of suicide and 
bomb based terrorist incidents in last decade. The 
huge loss of lives, human tragedies in the form of 
injuries, economic down turn and chaos is a 
continuous phenomenon in the society following every 
blast. 

  The advent of New Media, 
especially Blogs, is regarded as one virtual space 
created by news media to organize disaster 
responses. The blog stories usually follow up on the 
major incidents. This study will attempt to track the 
disaster stories on blog spaces dedicated for terrorism 
related narratives both in Pakistani news media and 
US news media in comparative settings. The analysis 
is aimed at generating dominant themes around blogs 
that talk peace through disaster narratives. The 
question is "do blogged narratives contribute towards 
peace through the narratives they build around 
disasters?”  

Materials and Methods 
  

 The methodology of discourse 
analysis has been used for studying the contents of 
newspaper articles and essays. This method is termed 
as an approach to the critical analysis of the language 
of journalism (Richardson, 2007). Richardson explains 
that the discourse analysis begins by identifying a 
social problem followed by critical analysis. This 
approach takes the stance that journalism is a 
powerful form of communication and is inescapably 
connected to social, political and economic context. 

The material was subjected to a qualitative text 
analysis guided by three questions. Conclusions are 
currently being drawn from the elaborative analysis. 
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BLOGGED NARRATIVES- DISASTERS AND PEACE 
 
 Blogs are seen as a conversation (Dedaić, 2013) more than an essay, thus demand a format that allows two-way 
communication. Several blogs in the digital world are taken as form of storytelling (Alexander, 2011). Previous research has focused on blog 
writers communicative ability to achieve a freedom of thought in writing blogged discourses (Dedaić, 2013). Within the storylines of online 
published narratives by news media, blogs open a new space as a new form of online journalism (Wall, 2005). News-oriented blogs have been 
analyzed by communication researchers in several aspects of contributions in understanding the new genres of news. What is different about 
blog writers in the online journalism strata is that blogs allow ordinary people to become content creators, able to publish and potentially 
globally distribute their writing (Blood, 2002b). 
 The blogs of interest here are news blogs, especially blogs written on issues of War, Conflicts and Disasters. Various 
attempts have been made to identify the type of journalism news blogs related to war produce through various methods such as genre 
analysis, a form of rhetorical analysis (Wall, 2005), through frame analysis (Wall, 2006). These researchers identified contributions of blogged 
narratives as promoting peace reporting. Previous researchers focused on cases or particular events and have not yet analyzed the blogged 
discourses as a form of online conversation involving interactive discourses and discussions among news media and its audience. We used 
the method of discourse analysis, to assess several possible aspects of blogged narratives that can be analyzed to view a blogged discourse 
on Wars, conflicts and disasters as a conversational opportunity for readers that may promote peace. The purpose is to establish that blogged 
narrative can create contents that raise issues and generate a need for extended discussion and interactive discourse for readers providing 
opportunities to find solutions.  

Empirical Materials & Treatment 

•Purposeful set of news-oriented blogs were chosen for 
analysis. 

•Two Comparative blogs from two leading newspapers were 
selected: ”At War”  a blog category in NewYork Times  (U.S) 
& “ “War Games” a blog category in Dawn (Pakistan). 

•The news blogs from two newspapers were  analyzed in 
three different aspects. 

•1. Listing out the contents in different 
categories. (This methodology of discourse analysis was 
suggested by Ruth Wodak and Michael Meyer in their book 
‘Methods of critical discourse analysis’). 

•We have used categories of discursive event, discursive 
fragments, discursive context and discursive engagement to 
code the news blogs under study. 

•2. Developed Comparative Chart to 
assess the differences. 

•3. Detailed analysis of the contents 
under three guided questions. 
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Three guided questions: 
  

1. What stories are taken up relating to act of 

terrorism in each newspaper blog stories? 

 

2. What are the issues and 

corresponding  solutions identified in the blog 

stories? 

 

3. What are the main themes around that talk of 

peace? 

 

 

Comparative Findings 
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